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خلاصه مقاله:
At the contemporary time when the influences of modern technological methods of building construction, having no responsibility toward human health, the sustainable architecture is mentioned as one of the major debate in order to use more environmentally-friendly material and building, having great efficient effects on our natural environment and reducing energy consumption, the most controversial debate, we need in developing countries such as Iran. As a comprehensive definition of urban sustainable development, including diverse scientific parts, significantly, creating an environment with long-term ecological health to provide efficiency in social and individual human lives. In this research we aim to mention sustainable productivity and also its application for reducing energy consumption with the use of some scientific reviews in the areas of passive housing and healthy building criteria, furthermore global sample designs clearly discussed and also according to the statement 'utilizing landscape as a thermal control' 'the underground housing as one of Iranian vernacular solution in past decades and today's underground building design has been significantly mentioned as one of practical conclusion the use of underground sustainable construction can clearly lessen energy consumption by using ground as a shelter for climatic change but also with consideration of efficient air-ventilation. Furthermore, energy and material sustainability has considered as two main factors, that is the use of sustainable innovative materials such as bamboo, a high strength composite, XPS thermal insulation board to conserve energy and PV panels has significantly, utilizing in a recent global sample that is the Para-Eco house which has been significantly considered in this research.
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این صفحه به معنای تاییدیه نمایه سازی مقاله در پایگاه استنادی سیویلیکا می‌باشد. در هر لحظه به منظور تایید اتصال این گواهی می‌توانید وضعیت نمایه نماینده مقاله را از طریق لینک فوق به صورت آنلاین کنترل نمایید.